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Abstract— From past decades, energy saving has been a significant process, so countless manufacturing firms are utilizing heat exchanger (HE) for lessening energy consumption; thereby diminishing the fuel expenses. Obviously, ‘HE’ stands as the most critical segment for the chemical reaction, refining, disintegration, crystallization, aging and so forth. Here, the liquid-liquid (LL) 2-phase heat transfer contemplates were directed on a spiral plates heat exchanger (SPHE) with water as the hot fluid (HF), and octane, kerosene, dodecane, diesel, and nitrobenzene in various masses as the cold fluid (CF). Spiral plate type-HE process comprises ascertaining numerous heat transfer (HT) and also flow variables. The distance betwixt the sheets is ought to be constant to uphold the cross-sectional region throughout the spiral path of the channels. For every composition, the CF’s mass flow rate was changed by keeping the HF and fluid inlet temperature (T_in) rates steady. HF coefficients (HTC) based on predictive experiential correlations were also analyzed for Nusselt Number from experimental information by linear Mixing Rule and also by linear regression. The results attained aimed at the fluid flows together with HT provide an idea concerning how the fluids’ flow rate (FR) could be optimized, thereby, elevating the HE’s efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the elevation in the temperature of the earth and fossil fuels costs in the 20th century, the concern of lessening the energy expenditure has turned out to be significant. So, researchers have given more care to energy management. HE is amongst the cases wherein energy efficiency is vital. It stands as a tool utilized to transfer optimum heat as of a surrounding to a different one. ‘HE’ transmits heat betwixt ‘2’ or more fluid streams flowing into it. This is utilized extensively in industries, for instance, heat recovery refrigeration, power plant, air conditioning, as well as manufacturing industries. Disparate sorts of heater condensers, boilers, regenerators, along with cooling towers are previously in use. In the processing industry, ‘2-phase flow converters could i) evaporate, ii) distill along with iii) freeze a crystal, additionally, utilized as a fluidized bed encompassing some catalytic reactions [1]. This is employed for the transport of energy (thermal) as of ‘1’ media to a different one on any physical state. Furthermore, Spiral heat exchangers (SHEs) were initially commenced in the nineteenth century. It is a perfect kind aimed at cooling slurries along with fluids with higher viscosity. This kind is extremely common in the paper, food along with petrochemical industries. SHEs can attain higher convective HT rates owing to the spiral patterns which retain the turbulent flow [2]. The circulating water-HE is extensively used for exchanging heat in contemporary petro-chemical enterprises as well as accounts for forty percent of the total investment in facilities [3].

In current years, immiscible liquid dissolution is gauged in effect. It largely concentrates on the approximations intended for dissolving multi-component liquids. The relevance also was highlighted aimed at LL extraction processes intended for chemical scrutiny. Numerous industrial procedures manufacture lower-grade heat that is repudiated owing to the short of thermal input requirements and because of upper-limits in a system’s operating temperatures. In current times, thermo-electric power generation as of the thermal energy transferred in a working fluid has garnered attention [4][5]. Obviously, much attention is concentrated on lessening these losses to ameliorate the operating efficiencies. Present research on thermo-electricity could well be roughly split into 2 classes: i) material and ii) application research. Former one is chiefly for generating new, more effectual, cheap, or more effortlessly constructed thermo-electric materials [6]. ‘HE’ has several industrial along with domestic applications. Nevertheless, the environmentalist’s argument has brought about the researchers to concentrate more on the energy-effectual model of ‘HE’ to lessen their carbon foot-prints. The HT improvement is either attained via varying flow properties or geometric configuration. Consequently, the utilization of nanofluids exhibits to be a rising trend aimed at effectual thermal’s performance. Nano-fluids are liquids encompassing suspended solids nano-sized metallic particles [7]. As a noteworthy part of the thermal systems, it is extensively employed in a array of industries. This is utilized for the effectual HT betwixt ‘2’ (or more) working fluids as of one to a different one. Amongst a variety of sort of ‘HE’ present, ‘SHE’ has attained a significant seat in its industry. Their utilization is perfect for the cooling slurries along with viscous fluids. It could attain higher convective HT rates on account of the spiral pattern that uphold turbulent flow [8].

While manufacturing the cryogenic temperatures on the gas processing as well as petro-chemical industries,
transport of thermal energy frequently happen amongst more than ‘3’ streams or fluids. 3-fluid-HE, comprising of the ‘3’ fluids on thermal communication, are employed in a variety of applications. A 3-fluid-HE with ‘2’ thermal communications is examined aimed at its dynamic reaction to a step change on the $T_{in}$ of the HF as well as CFs. The retort is examined aimed at its impact on the fluids’ outlet temperatures ($T_{out}$), temperature profiles and as well the HF efficacy [9]. There are disparate sorts of ‘HE’ such as (i) recuperative, (ii) regenerative, and (iii) evaporative sort. In the 1st sort, the fluid swap heat on sides of the separating wall. Additionally, the recuperative-HE might be designed to perform in disparate modes like (i) parallel flow, (ii) counter-flow, together with (iii) cross flow. This configuration signifies the flow direction of ‘2’ liquids [10]. The SPHE model, specially the inner structure is split in to micro-volume, as well as energy balance. As they can well be employed to intensify heat exchange and have several advantages. Explicitly, very low power expenditure, practically un-limited operation life, the capability to operate on micro-gravity, and higher efficiency. This can well be a suitable supposition for mixtures of totally miscible and also correspondingly sized molecules [11][12][13]. Consequently, sophisticated cooling technology is needed and moreover, it has gained the curiosity of numerous researchers. [14].

To trounce the issues, new SPHE is proposed for immiscible liquid mixture. The residual sections are: Section 2 explored the related works concerning the technique proposed; sections 3 a concisely discusses the proposed methodology; section 4 explored the experiential outcome; lastly, section 5 deduces the paper.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Manabu Aoki [15], examined the ‘HE’ structure aimed at the solid nitrogen (N2) heat capacitors that slowed down the warming ratio of the super-conducting magnets amid a power malfunction. For enhancing the solid N2 transient heat transfer, it encompassed vertically layered structures for restricting the solid N2 thickness. Horizontally broad HT fins upheld thermal contact utilizing the solid N2 weight. The ‘HE’ solidified two-thousand cubic cm of liquid nitrogen in 60 minutes and frozen the HTS coil to an operating temperature by utilizing merely the cryocooler. In a temperature increase experimentation that closed the cryocooler about 60 minutes, it was evaluated that it utilized 28.3-35.1 (in percentage) heat capability of the solid N2.

Mehdi Bahiraei et al [16], suggested a countercurrent SHE for thermal as well as hydraulic traits of an eco-friendly graphene nano-fluid flowing. The cold water flowed on ‘1’ side whilst the hot nano-fluid or else hot base fluid moved on the different side. The HT rate and overall HTC enhanced with augmenting Reynolds number (‘Re’) or concentration. The pressure drop (PD) intensified with the increased ‘Re’, along with the nano-fluid demonstrated a greater PD contrasted with the base fluid particularly at high ‘Re’. The performance index, explicitly the ratio of HT rate to PD, enhanced with the augmentation in ‘Re’ or concentration that was a propitious outcome. Thus, the performance index intended for the nano-fluid increased by nearly 142% by augmenting the ‘Re’ as of 1000-3000.

Chao Ding et al [17], modeled LNG spiral wounds heat exchangers (SWHE). An explosion-proof experiment rig was implemented aimed at gauging HTC, in addition, scrutinizing flow patterns. The test part contained ‘3’-layer tube packs to imitate the real structure along with flow setting of an SWHE. The experiment setting covered the heat fluxes ([4~10] kW/m²), mass fluxes ([40~80] kg/m².s) as well as vapor qualities ([0.2~1.0]). The outcomes indicated, HTC primarily increased and after that lessened with the augmentation of vapor’s quality, signifying a maximal at [0.8~0.9] vapor’s quality; the heat flux’s effect in HTC augmented with the augment of heat flux. Lastly, a cor-relation of HTC was formed encompassing ninety-eight (82%) data inside a deviation of ±twenty (%).

Leszek Malinowski and Jian-Hua Chen [18] introduced 3-fluid parallel channels HE with ‘3’-thermal communications. Partial differential equations were resulting for the HE. Centered upon the systematic solution formula, the steady states as well as the time to achieve it were resultant. The attained steady states time formula was confirmed via the numerical simulations. Additionally, it was required that the inputted function $u_i (t)$ is twofold incessantly differentiable that was sturdy in realistic application.

Iliya A. Radulov et al [19], formed the technique aimed at cold compaction of polymers-bonded La (Fe,Mn,Sn)13Hx components which were appropriate for the forming of thinner plates. On account of the restricted samples’ thickness, the quantity of magneto-caloric component (density) was critical for the magneto caloric and also the mechanical features. Accordingly, the plates generated as of bi-modal powder mixtures had high flexural strength.

Simin Wang et al [20], posited SWHE centered on combining the Genetic Aggregation responses surface and also multi-objectives Genetic Algorithm (GA). The outcomes exhibited that the shell-side PD of the SWHE decreased with the augmentation in layer pitch, tube pitch along with winding angle. The shell-side HTC of the SWHE showed similar effect on layer pitch but it increased with the exterior tube’s diameter. 3-optimum configurations were attained via the Multi-Object GA centered upon Genetic Aggregation responses surface. Contrasted to the original configurations, the average HTC of enhanced ones was improved via 2.93%, even as the average PD was lessened by 40.27%.

III. MODELING PROCEDURES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Here, SPHE is designed for the immiscible liquid-to-liquid two-phased mixture. In general, liquid-gas along with liquid-vapor blends is utilized. But in this process, liquid-liquid two-phase HT contemplates were directed in an SPHE with water – octane, kerosene, dodecane, diesel, and nitrobenzene. SPHE design engages ascertaining numerous flow variables as well as HT variables say PDs, equivalent diameters of flow channels as well as ‘Re’ of the 2-fluids flowing in the HE. In Figure 1, schematic design of the
The HE utilized was an SPHE, manufactured via Alfa Lavals (India) Ltd., Pune, India. In this arrangement, the fluid utilized was hot in addition to cold water, which was heated on a vessel (stainless steel) via steam purging. To uphold the inlets' temperature to the HE for hot as well as cold water, a temperature regulator was utilized. The process fluid (cold-side) was amassed in different tanks, which were formed of stain-less steel. Weighed quantity of octane, nitrobenzene, kerosene, diesel, dodecane, as well as water was charged in to the tank for attaining the experiment gamut of immiscible liquid mass fractions. The agitation within the tank was upheld through air bubbling. Centrifugal pumps were utilized aimed at the circulation of the 2-streams of fluids. The 2-phase rotary meters were attuned aimed at every experiment mass fraction previous to the experiment run. Online calibrated resistances temperature detectors encompassing digital indicators were utilized aimed at temperature gauges of the inlet along with outlet streams of the service as well as process fluids. The service-fluid-side inlets temperature together with the FR was held steady. The 2-phase side FR was diverse and for every chosen FR observations of all ‘4’ temperatures and ‘2’ FR were recorded subsequent to steady state was attained. The experiment runs with liquids (pure) on the process side were performed. The service together with the process fluid flow paths of HE is exhibited in Figure 2. The heat-transfer performance of the SPHEs mainly relies on mass FR of the fluid, flow region together with logarithmic temperature difference betwixt incoming and outgoing fluid streams.

Figure 1: Experimental setup in schematic way Representation

Figure 2: SPHE fluid flow paths
3.1. Heat Transfer Correlation Coefficient Calculation Methods

3.1.1 Over all heat transfer coefficients

To find the over-all HTC, primarily heat load is gauged utilizing the below

\[ L = M_h S_p h (\Delta T)_h \] (1)

Where,

\[ M_h = \text{Mass flow Rate of the Hot fluid (kg/s)} \]

\[ S_p h = \text{Hot fluid specific Heat(J/kgK)} \]

\[ (\Delta T)_h = \text{Hot fluid Temperature Drop(K)} \]

By utilizing the equation (1), the over-all HTC is obtained from the relation

\[ C = \frac{L}{A(\Delta T)_{hm}} \] (2)

Where,

\[ C = \text{Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient(W/m}^2\text{K)} \]

\[ (\Delta T)_{hm} = \text{Logarithmic mean Temperature difference (K)} \]

3.1.2 Nusselt number and heat transfer correlations

Nusselt Number (\(Nu\)) helps to compute the hot-fluid-side coefficient (\(H_a\)) by utilizing

\[ Nu = 0.0315(Re)^{0.8}(Pr)^{0.25} \] (3)

\(Nu\) is given below

\[ Nu = \frac{H_h D_x}{K_h} \] (4)

Where,

\[ H_h = \text{Heat transfer coefficient for Hot – side(W/m}^2\text{K)} \]

\[ D_x = \text{Equivalent diameter of the flow channel(m)} \]

\[ K_h = \text{Hot fluid Thermal Conductivity(W/m K)} \]

The cold- fluid –side or Two-phase side HTC (\(H_{2\phi}\)) is calculated utilizing the expression, in which the results as of Equation (2) to (4) are utilized.

\[ C = \frac{1}{H_h} + \frac{t}{C_{ss}} + \frac{1}{H_{2\phi}} \] (5)

Where,

\[ t = \text{Wall thickness of of the spiral plate(m)} \]

\[ C_{ss} = \text{Thermal conductivity of the wall(W/m}^2\text{K)} \]

\[ H_{2\phi} = \text{Two – phase fluid Heat transfer coefficient(W/m}^2\text{K)} \]

The experiment \(Nu\) for the 2-phase CF is estimated centered on the 2-phase CF is evaluated centered upon the 2-phase heat-transfer co-efficient as of equation (5) utilizing the expression

\[ Nu_{\text{experimental}} = \left(\frac{H_{2\phi}}{D_x}\right)_{\text{hot-side}} \left(\frac{D_x}{K_{\text{cold-side}}}\right) \] (6)

In forming a predictive correlation intended for the cold-side 2-phase heat-transfer co-efficient, \(H_{2\phi}, D_x, K_{2\phi}, \alpha_{2\phi}, \beta_{2\phi}, \gamma_{2\phi}, C_{P2\phi}\) and \(X\) are the ‘8’ relevant variables, presuming average properties allotted to the 2-phase system. There are ‘4’ fundamental dimensions, so four dimensionless groups are involved in this process. These are \(Re, Nu, Pr\), Prandtl number \(Pr\) and also the \(X\) (mass fraction). Therefore, the common form of the correlations developed is

\[ Nu_{\text{predicted}} = \frac{p(Re)^q(Pr)^r(X)^s}{\alpha} \] (7)

Where, \(p, q, r, s\) are constants, attained as of linear regression. The thermo physicals properties of the substances (pure) were computed centered upon the correlations. The 2-phase properties were attained utilizing linear mixing rules.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This section offers detailed experimental results to calculate the proposed SPHE features’ performance from different aspects. The experimental settings are first presented, including the SPHE parameters and dimensions, specifications, Comparative Analysis, and Performance Analysis.

4.1 Comparative Analysis

The experimental configuration comprises of a ‘SHE’ attained as of Alfa Laval. It comprises RTD (resistances temperatures detectors), pumps, control valves, rota-meter, as well as tanks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: SPHEs Parameters and Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details Of Exchangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Hydraulics Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Channels Spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfers area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dimension details of exchangers say plate width, plate thickness, Flow Length, Mean Hydraulic Diameter, Mean Channel Spacing, and HT area dimensions of the HE are exhibited in Table 1.
The ‘Re’ and also Prandtl Numbers’ ranges are exhibited in Table 3. Aimed at 2-phase immiscible systems, ‘Re’ is centered upon the weighted-average thermo-physical features of the fluids at the relevant mean bulk temperatures. The attained data are set by means of regression to the correlation. Close to observations taken as of the other works; correlations are not developed aimed at the fluids, which were consistently bad at illustrating the experiment’s data. Deviations ranged as of ± twenty-five (%) to orders of magnitude. The entire systems studied brought about a bad fit even an effort at inferring one correlation. Centered upon the studies together with other published outcomes, it seems that the HTC in LL-2-phase systems relies considerably on the chosen organic phase’s nature.

Table 4 tabularized the average thermo-physics properties of the fluids utilized here. As contrasted with the case study, augmentation on PD on hot as well as the cold side is rooted via the substantial augment of the mean velocity of the working fluids on all sides. Moreover, this velocity augment begets a noticeable rise on HTCs of hot along with cold sides that ameliorates the HT mechanism via augmenting overall HTC values. In contrast, an augment in HT begets a considerable rise in the complete cost of ‘HE’ on account of the effect of notable augment in PD rates.

Table 2: Specification of chemicals used to prepare Immiscible Liquid Mixtures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Specification Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Octane</td>
<td>Octane is basically a hydrocarbon (HC) as well as an alkane and is a element of gasoline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[C\textsubscript{8}H\textsubscript{18}] is its chemical formula and [CH\textsubscript{2}(CH\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{n}CH\textsubscript{3}] is its condensed structural one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene stands as a mix up of ‘HC’. The chemical composition relies on its source however it typically comprises almost ten disparate ‘HC’, each encompassing 10 to 16 carbon atoms per molecule. This property of kerosene makes it a comparatively safer fuel to stock and also to handle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodecane</td>
<td>Dodecane is also termed as ‘bihexyl, adakane 12, dihexyl or duodecane’. It is basically liquid alkane-HC having the chemical formula [\text{C}<em>{12}\text{H}</em>{22}], mutating roughly as of [\text{C}<em>{16}\text{H}</em>{32}] to [\text{C}<em>{18}\text{H}</em>{36}].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrobenzene</td>
<td>Nitrobenzene is the simplest form of aromatics nitro compound, with the molecular formula [\text{C}<em>{6}\text{H}</em>{5}\text{NO}\text{2}]. It is utilized in the manufacturing of benzidine, aniline, in addition to, other organic chemicals. This is colorless-pale yellow, oily, and an extremely toxic liquid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2 various chemical and their chemical descriptions are shown, immiscible liquids generally do not dissolved. In the proposed work, concentration is given on five chemicals like Octane, Kerozene, Dodecane, diesel, and nitrobenzene. These chemicals are mixed with water to form a non-miscible liquid mixture. The heating fluid utilized was de-mineralized water, heated on a stain-less steel vessel via steam injection, in addition, agitated to uphold a consistent temperature. The CF was amassed in a disparate stain-less steel tank. The weighted extent of the organic segment along with de-mineralized water was charged in to the tank to attain the experiment sort of mass fractions.
Table 5 exhibits the statistical scrutiny of the proposed work. It aids to infer the predictive empirical correlations intended for HT on 2-phase LL structures that encompass value on the sizing of exchangers aimed at managing 2-phase liquid mixtures. Aimed at this cause, the data were well-fitted via regression. Table 5 proffers the values attained for a to d. The statistic scrutiny was done for testing the regression. Each system comprises 0.980, 0.9862, 0.9365, 0.919, along with, 0.981 of R² values correspondingly. Standard errors were tiny. The statistic implication of the co-efficients was experienced via evaluating the P-values (i.e. the functional form selected was apt). The scrutiny illustrated that the residuals complied with a normal distribution. Nevertheless, since the R² of the fit is higher, its correlation might be still utilized in a predictive way. The outcomes of the entire ‘5’ systems are amassed in Table 5. The correlations developed were after that tested in opposition to novel experiential data in the same (5) systems. The gauged values centered upon these \( H_{2b} \) constants agree with the experimentation data within an error of ± fifteen (%).

4.2 Performance Analysis

The difference of the HT density with liquid FR is exhibited in Figure 3. The HT density that alludes to the quantity of heat per unit volume transported via the HE is extorted to calculate the thermal efficacy of the HE concerned. Besides the HT density, the PD on the HE, particularly on the hot side loop in which the mini pump is incorporated, is as well significant to the cooling system. Low PD is ideally in reality to lessen the pump power. The difference of the PD with the FR is also displayed in Figure 3. In this instance, the FR in the hot flow loops as well as cold flow loop stays the same. Inevitably, the PD in the HE augments with an augment in the FR.

HT rate in SPHE is exhibited in Figure 4. HT rate possesses a thermal conductivity that ameliorates the heat transfer on the fluid. Obviously, the impact of summing the particles is more extreme at high ‘Re’. Here HF and CF play an imperative role in changing the HT in ‘HE’. The existence of HF side has no noteworthy impact on the HT rate at lower ‘Re’, whilst this effect turns into vital with the ‘Re’ augmentation.

Figure 5 exhibits a general comparative scrutiny betwixt the ‘4’ HE with and without the adding up of the base fluids. Aimed at this comparison, SHE, Concentric Heat Exchanger (CHE), Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger (SATHE) as well as SPHE are regarded with and with-out Base fluid. It is described that the SPHE proffers the uppermost heat flux on account of its high HT surface region to volume ratio when weighted against the entire other configurations.
In this section, a general comparative scrutiny betwixt all of the ‘4’ HEs with and without the addition of the Base fluids is shown. Figure 6 displays this study with and without utilizing Base fluids for all ‘4’ kinds of HE such that CHE, SHE, SATHE and SPHE. It produces that the SPHE offers the highest effectiveness value.

![Figure 6: Comparision graph for different types of HE and their Effectiveness corresponding to Base fluids](image)

Figure 6: Comparision graph for different types of HE and their Effectiveness corresponding to Base fluids

In Figures 7&8, separation efficiency and also the number of cycles essential for the separation is plotted. The separation efficiency of Octane, Kerosene, Dodecane, Nitrobenzene, and Diesel are represented in respects of Percentage. Generally, in Immiscible liquid mixture, separation efficiency is computed to determine stable performance and Heat Resistance.

![Figure 7: The separation efficiency with cycle numbers](image)

Figure 7: The separation efficiency with cycle numbers

![Figure 8: The separation efficiency with Immiscible mixture](image)

Figure 8: The separation efficiency with Immiscible mixture

Figure 9 depicts the temperature variation of HF and CF according to the Length of the Spiral Plate. An SPHE is modeled to account for the fluid flow together with HT characteristics under the particular HF and CF flow rates. The $T_{in}$ of CF and HF are maintained constant, and also the $T_{out}$ for the HF and CFs are calculated for counterflow configurations. A data of temperatures together with HTC at a range of locations down the plates’ length are extorted. It is observed from Figure 9, that the HF temperature decreases and CF temperature augments along the length of the SPHE.

![Figure 9: HF and CF Temperature Variation (K)](image)

Figure 9: HF and CF Temperature Variation (K)

V. CONCLUSION

This paper offers experiment data as of the measurement of the HTC of an Immiscible mixture of Water- octane, Nitrobenzene, Kerosene, Dodecane, along with Diesel mixture on an SPHE. The attained data as of the investigational study are contrasted with various sorts of HEs. Centered upon the inlet together with $T_{out}$ as well as FR of the hot along with the cold streams, HTCs were evaluated and novel correlations aimed at LL-2-phase HT were made, as an extra function of the composition of the mix. Novel correlations are proposed centered upon the experiment data that might be utilized aimed at practical applications. Regression scrutiny was done, and also it is observed that the correlations loyally reproduce the variations perceived on the experiments. The developed correlation envisages the experimental HT behavior with-in ± fifteen (%). These aspects bring about better design capability intended for compact HE handling liquid-liquid ‘2’-phase immiscible mixtures.
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